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Abstract

Increased number of threats to user interface of navigation signals, mainly in the form of suppression of navigation signals by jamming as well as navigation signal spoofing by false signals, assumes development of counter measures including improvement of structure security of navigation signals on the basis of stochastic use of code sequences which are ranging codes. This article proves the required number of unique discrete code sequences which can improve structure security of navigation signal in global navigation satellite system upon their stochastic use. Properties of discrete quasi-orthogonal code sequences are estimated which are used and proposed for use in global navigation satellite systems with channel code division, they are compared with optimum values of code balancing, number of element series and lower bounds of maximum lateral peaks of aperiodic auto-correlation function and maximum peaks of aperiodic mutual-correlation function. The experimental results show that the minimum values of the considered correlation functions of discrete quasi-orthogonal code sequences of known global navigation satellite systems exceed the lower bound by 3–6 times. The performances of code balancing and element series of discrete quasi-orthogonal code sequences of the known global navigation satellite systems satisfy in average the allowable intervals. The number of source lines of discrete quasi-orthogonal code sequences of the known global navigation satellite systems is significantly lower than theirumber required for improvement of structure security of navigation signal based on their stochastic use. On the basis of the revealed drawbacks of the known discrete quasi-orthogonal code sequences, the necessity to develop new methods is substantiated allowing to obtain their required number together with statistic properties comparable with the best values of discrete quasi-orthogonal code sequences applied as navigation signals in global navigation satellite systems.
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1. Introduction

Technologies of positioning and timing support based on global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) become more and more popular in various fields of human life. Many countries develop their own GNSS: in addition to Russia and the USA with already developed GNSS, the European Union and China initiated development of their own systems, India, Japan, and Taiwan are on the way to development of regional navigation systems and functional add-ons to GNSS. Nowadays the scopes of applications of navigating and timing support (NTS) on the basis of GNSS are widely applied for various transport, power, telecommunications, information and other systems. According to data of the European GNSS Agency (GSA) [1], cumulative cost of marketed products based on GNSS NTs as main and auxiliary functions will reach €233 billion to 2020, and the net cost of the GNSS NS receivers will be €163 billion. Analysis of threats to functions and estimation of error controlled interfaces of GNSS with code division multiple access (CDMA) defines the following threats as the most significant for user interface: suppression of navigations signals (NS) by jamming as well as NS spoofing by false signal [2; 3]. It is demonstrated [4–6] that jam resistance of NS with CDMA upon arrangement of imitating jamming and NS spoofing can be improved by structure security of NS on the basis of stochastic use of code sequences which are ranging codes. Since modern GNSS use NS obtained by known methods, then an urgent issue exists to establish required number of binary quasi-orthogonal code sequences (BQOCS), sufficient for improvement of structure security of GNSS NS upon their stochastic use, as well as analysis and comparison of BQOCS number which can be obtained on the basis of existing methods of their building. This work is aimed at determination of digital bound of sufficient number of BQOCS, which can improve structure security of GNSS NS upon their stochastic use and estimate conformity between this requirement and number of BQOCS obtained by known methods.

2. Methods

It is well-known [7] that operation lifetime of navigation spacecraft (NSC), GLONASS-K series, reaches 15 years. Since the algorithm of BQOCS generation by on-board equipment remains unchanged for overall NSC lifetime, it is necessary that it would provide structure security of NS for this period. Hence, application of nonrepeated BQOCS by all GNSS orbital NSC during 15 years can be considered as sufficient performance improvement of GNSS NS structure security. Total authorized number of NSC in GNSS GLONASS orbit group is 24 units but can be expanded to 32 [8]. Taking into consideration signals from various GNSS augmentation systems, the required number of code sequences in each BQOCS can be increased to 50 similarly to interface control document (ICD) for GNSS Galileo [9]. Radiation time of each binary code sequence...
In order to satisfy the series property [11], their total number in BCS should be approximately to the number of BCS satisfying the correlation requirements: 

\[ A_{b} \approx A_{f} \]

On the basis of the aforementioned and considering that \( A_{b} \ll A_{b, \text{max}} \), it is possible to assume that there exists a number of BCS characterized by the required properties which would provide high level of structure security of GNSS NS during 15 years. According to [10], it is assumed that BCS with \{±1\} alphabet is characterized by good correlation properties when averaged absolute magnitudes of lateral peaks of aperiodic autocorrelation function (AACF) at all time shifts are close to \( 1/\sqrt{N} \). However, more stringent estimation of BCS correlation properties is the absolute magnitude of maximum lateral ACF peak \( R_{A} \). It is known that the maximum lateral ACF peak cannot be lower than the preset bound \( R_{A} \geq 1/ \sqrt{N} \), where \( N \) is the length of BCS. The correlation properties of BCS are the better, the lower is the absolute magnitude of maximum lateral ACF peak.

In BQOCS together with ACF the cross correlation functions (CCF) of each BCS pair in BQOCS are highly important. In addition, for

### Table 1: BCS Satisfying Various Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of BCS</th>
<th>4,095</th>
<th>8,191</th>
<th>10,230</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of BCS A</td>
<td>( 5.22 \times 10^{1232} )</td>
<td>( 5.45 \times 10^{2465} )</td>
<td>( 3.44 \times 10^{3079} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BCS characterized by balancing ( A_{b} )</td>
<td>( 6.5 \times 10^{1230} )</td>
<td>( 4.8 \times 10^{2463} )</td>
<td>( 1.35 \times 10^{3077} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BCS characterized by series property ( A_{\mu} )</td>
<td>( 6.5 \times 10^{1230} )</td>
<td>( 4.8 \times 10^{2463} )</td>
<td>( 1.35 \times 10^{3077} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BCS satisfying correlation requirements</td>
<td>( 6.5 \times 10^{1230} )</td>
<td>( 2.12 \times 10^{2461} )</td>
<td>( 2.14 \times 10^{3075} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was concluded in [11] that probability of high lateral peaks of autocorrelation function (ACF) decreased when the number of series approached optimum value \( \mu_{0} \). In its turn, BCS possessing optimum number of series were characterized at the same time by balancing. Then, it is possible to assume that there exists certain BCS set characterized simultaneously by all three properties: 

\[ A_{b, \text{max}} = A_{b} \cap A_{\mu} \cap A_{f} \]

Herewith, the number of BCS characterized simultaneously by all three properties equals approximately to the number of BCS satisfying the correlation requirements: 

\[ A_{b, \text{max}} \approx A_{f} \]

The cor...
maximum peaks of aperiodic mutual correlation function (ACCF) there exist lower bound known as the Welch bound [14,15]. The lower bound of absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral ACCF peaks of BCS with ±1 alphabet will be:

\[ R_c \geq \frac{\pi N}{\sqrt{8M}} \sqrt{N - M} \geq 5 \]

where M is the number of BCS in BQOCS, N is the length of BCS.

Table 2 shows lower bounds of absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral AACF and ACCF peaks for BQOCS containing \( M = 50 \) BCS with the length of N = 4095, 8191, and 10,230 elements. As can be seen in Table 2, the lower bounds of absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral AACF peaks and maximum ACCF peaks are close to each other and decrease with the BCS length and increase with the number of source lines. The shown values are the lower bound of maximum peaks of mutual correlation function.

### Table 2: Lower Bounds Of Absolute Magnitude Of AACF Maximum Lateral Peaks And Maximum ACCF Peaks For BQOCS Of 50 Sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCS length, N</th>
<th>Lower bound of absolute magnitude of AACF</th>
<th>Lower bound of absolute value of ACCF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4095</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,191</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,230</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been mentioned in [11] that in order to decrease root mean square value of mutual correlation function, the root mean square values of ACF should be decreased. Therefore, on the basis of a set of BCS with low maximum lateral AACF peaks, it is possible to obtain BQOCS with low ACCF peaks.

Lower bounds of absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral AACF peaks and maximum ACCF peaks are comparable with actual BQOCS properties. With this aim it is necessary to estimate the properties of BQOCS used and intended for use in GNSS with CDMA. Then it is required to compare them with the optimum values of code balancing, the number of element series, and the lower bounds of maximum lateral AACF peaks and maximum ACCF peaks.

### 3. Results

Only averaged data are available on AACF and ACCF peaks of BQOCS at all possible shifts and the data on code balancing and number of element series are not published. Herewith, absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral AACF peaks and ACCF peaks are highly important for estimation of correlation properties of BQOCS. The length of BCS used in NS is from 1,023 to 10,230 elements.

Table 3 presents main description of NS in operating and deploying GNSS. In order to estimate statistic properties of BQOCS used in GNSS in MATLAB environment, the software was developed [16] which built BQOCS for the NS summarized in Table 3. For each estimated BQOCS maximum absolute magnitudes of lateral AACF peaks for each BCS \( r_A \) were determined as well as maximum absolute magnitudes of ACCF peaks of each BCS pair without repetitions \( r_C \). On the basis of these data, maximum lateral AACF peaks \( \max (r_A) \) and ACCF peaks \( \max (r_C) \) were determined as well as averaged \( m(r_A) \) and \( m(r_C) \), respectively [17].

For all BCS the number of element series was determined as well as the number of “1” elements (code balancing). Maximum, minimum, and averaged number of series of BQOCS is denoted as max(S), min(S), and S respectively. Maximum, minimum, and averaged number of “1” elements for BQOCS is denoted as max(B), min(B), and B respectively. Estimations of BQOCS of GNSS NS are summarized in Table 4.
With the aim of comparison, the table also shows the lower bounds of possible maximum lateral AACF peaks and maximum ACCF peaks as well as optimum number of element series and number of "1" elements.

### 4. Discussion

As follows from Table 4, the best maximum lateral AACF peaks and maximum ACCF peaks exceed lower bounds of respective indices by 3-5 times. Correlation properties of some BQOCS of NS exceed boundary values by multiple times which also can be mentioned as nonconformity with requirements.

The lowest values of maximum lateral AACF peaks are characteristic for BQOCS of NS in GPS L1C(D), GLONASS L3OC(1), and L3OC(Q). Herewith, the best code balancing and the closest to optimum number of series was for BQOCS of NS in GPS L1C(P) and L1C(D), though, similar properties of BQOCS NS of GLONASS L3OC(1) and L3OC(Q) were not inferior.

Strict conformity with the requirement of code balancing can be too strict for building high amount of BCS. Code balancing can be estimated by the coefficient of imbalance

\[ d = \frac{\Delta N}{N} \]

[9], where \( \Delta N \) is the difference in the ratio between "0" and "1": \( \Delta N = |S1 - S0| \), and \( N \) is the length of BCS. In the BCS with optimum balance \( \Delta N = 1 \). According to data in Table 4, \( \Delta N \) of BCS with the best correlation properties reaches 111, and \( d \), respectively, reaches 0.01.

The number of series in BCS also can deviate from the optimum values. In [9] allowable limits of such deviation without significant influence on correlation peaks are defined as follows:

\[ \mu_0 - \Delta \mu \leq \mu \leq \mu_0 + \Delta \mu \]

\[ \Delta \mu = \frac{\sqrt{N - 1}}{2} \quad \text{for} \quad N \gg 1 \]

Table 5 summarizes the intervals of allowable deviations of number of series and code balancing for BCS of various length.

**Table 5: Intervals of allowable deviations of series number and code balancing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>( \Delta \mu )</th>
<th>( \mu_0 )</th>
<th>( \Delta N )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,023</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,095</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2,048</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,191</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,230</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5,115</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the number of BCS reserved for use in GNSS NS is in the range of 37-210, this is insufficient for improvement of structural security of NS.

Analysis of properties of BQOCS used and reserved for use in GNSS NS evidences as follows:

The lowest absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral AACF peaks and the lowest absolute magnitudes of maximum ACCF peaks of BQOCS in GNSS NS exceed the lower bound by 3-6 times, that is, equal to 0.03-0.06.

The indices of code balancing and number of element series in BCS of GNSS NS are in average in the allowable intervals summarized in Table 5.

The number of source lines of BQOCS used in GNSS NS does not exceed 210 BCS, which is significantly lower than the required number of BCS \( A_1 \) for improvement of NS jamming protection. The revealed drawbacks of the known BQOCS stipulate necessity of development of new methods allowing to obtain required amount of BQOCS \( A_1 \) characterized by statistic properties comparable with the best properties of BQOCS applied as NS in GNSS.

### 5. Conclusions

Growing market of appliances and services using GNSS NTS as main and auxiliary functions predetermines increase in threats for interfaces of navigation signals, mainly in the form of jamming of NS and NS spoofing by false signals.

Jam resistance of NS with CDMA upon arrangement of imitating jamming and NS spoofing can be improved by structure security of NS on the basis of stochastic use of code sequences which are ranging codes.

It is proved that the required number of unique BCS which can improve structure security of GNSS NS upon their stochastic use is

\[ A_1 = 2.3652 \times 10^{33} \]

This article presents total number of BCS; number of BCS characterized by balancing; number of BCS characterized by series property; number of BCS meeting correlation requirement for 4,095; 8,191, and 10,230 elements which are used or intended for use in NS with CDMA in GLONASS. Lower bounds of absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral peaks of AACF and ACCF are presented for BQOCS containing \( M = 50 \) BCS with the length \( N = 4,095; 8,191, \) and 10,230 elements.

Properties of BQOCS are estimated which are used or intended for use in GNSS with CDMA, they are compared with optimum values of code balancing, number of element series and lower bounds of maximum lateral peaks of AACF and maximum peaks of ACCF. With this aim for each estimated BQOCS, maximum absolute magnitudes of lateral AACF peaks for each BCS \( r_A \) were determined as well as maximum absolute magnitudes of ACCF peaks of each BCS pair without repetitions \( r_c \). On the basis of these data, maximum lateral AACF peaks \( \max(r_A) \) and ACCF peaks \( m(r_c) \) were determined as well as averaged and respectively.
The experimental results demonstrate that the lowest absolute magnitudes of maximum lateral AACF peaks and the lowest absolute magnitudes of maximum ACCF peaks of BQOCS of GNSS NS exceed the lower bound by 3–6 times. The indices of code balancing and number of element series in BCS of GNSS NS are in average in the allowable intervals. The number of source lines of BQOCS used in GNSS is significantly lower than their number $A_r$ required for improvement of structure security of NS on the basis of their stochastic use.

The revealed drawbacks of the known BQOCS stipulate necessity of development of new methods allowing to obtain required amount of BQOCS $A_r$ characterized by statistic properties comparable with the best properties of BQOCS applied as NS in GNSS.
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